
 

                                                                                                                                                         

 



 

                                                                                                                                                         

Uzbek companies importing BOPP film into Uzbekistan: 
 

1. LTD "XXX XXX"  in full version 
 An enterprise specializing in the production of polypropylene woven bags. In addition, the 
company is one of the largest suppliers of packaging materials, in particular biaxially oriented 
polypropylene film (BOPP), and is also among the active Uzbek companies operating in the 
polymer market. The wide selection of films supplied by BOPP allows us to satisfy the most diverse 
needs of our partners. To date, the range of supplied products contains more than 20 types of 
films with a thickness of 15 to 40 microns, used for the production of flexible packaging, for the 
food and light industries. 
 

Company Information and Contacts: 

Registration date 12.01.2009 

OKED code  
(type of activity) 

22220 - Manufacture of plastic packaging for goods 

TIN xxxxxxxxxx 

Charter capital 3 522 638 500,00 UZS 

Mailing address 
120614, Uzbekistan, Syrdar'inskaya oblast', gorod Syrdar'ya, ul. 
Uzbekistanskaya, xxxxx 

Head of the company NORMATOV MUKHIDDIN ERKINOVICH 

Phone, Telegram, 
WhatsApp 

+99890xxxxxxx, +99867xxxxxxx      in full version 

Email info@xxxxxx.com , xxxxxx@mail.ru , info@xxxxx.uz    in full version 

Web http://xxxxx.uz    in full version 

 
 

2. JV LLC "YYY YYY" in full version 
 
The company produces and sells any packaging made of polymers: polyethylene, polypropylene, 
PVC, flexible. For ice cream, drinks, dumplings, seeds, crackers, chips, salt, cheese, sweets, biscuits, 
pasta, noodles, tea, coffee, textile products, powders, soaps and other products. It also produces 
bags, T-shirts (for bazaars and supermarkets) and with a cutting handle with logo and products. 

Company Information and Contacts: 

Registration date 29.01.2008 

OKED code 
(type of activity) 

22220 - Manufacture of plastic packaging for goods 

TIN xxxxxxxxx 

Charter capital 1 868 679 600,00 USD 

Mailing address 100158, Uzbekistan, Tashkent, Bektemirskij Rajon, ul. Bilola Nazima, xx 

Head of the company LEE  JANG 

Phone, Telegram, 
WhatsApp 

+99871xxxxxxx, +99890xxxxxxx, +99890xxxxxxx, +99894xxxxxxx, 
+99893xxxxxxx, 99893xxxxxxx  in full version 

Email xxxxx@mail.ru    in full version 

Web https://www.xxxxxxxxxxxxx   in full version 

mailto:info@xxxxx.uz
http://xxxxx.uz/
mailto:xxxxx@mail.ru
https://www.xxxxxxxxxxxxx/


 

                                                                                                                                                         

3. СП АО «FFFF GGGG» (JV JSC FFFF GGGG) in full 

version 

 
The  factory is one of the largest enterprises specializing in the production of cable products. It 
has been operating since 1982.  

Company Information and Contacts: 

Registration date 08.04.1996 

OKED code  
(type of activity) 

27320 - Manufacture of other types of electrical wire and cable 

TIN xxxxxxxxxx 

Charter capital 1 161 790 000,00 UZS 

Mailing address 171500, Uzbekistan, Khanabad, st. Koinot, xx 

Head of the company Shmidt Sergej Ivanovich 

Phone, Telegram, 
WhatsApp 

+99893xxxxxxx, +99874xxxxxxx, +99871xxxxxxx, +99871xxxxxxx, 
+99871xxxxxxx, +99871xxxxxxx, +99871xxxxxxx 

Email tashkent@xxxxx.uz   

Web http://www.xxxxx.uz  

 
 

 
 

4. ООО «XXXX» (LLC "XXXX") in full version 

 
A company for the production of packaging and bags based on flexible materials, including BOPP 
film. 

Company Information and Contacts: 

Registration date 22.12.1995 

OKED code (type of 
activity) 

22220 - Manufacture of plastic packaging for goods 

TIN xxxxxxxxxx 

Charter capital 5 290 758 500,00 UZS 

Mailing address 111700, Chirchik, st. A. Kadyriy xxx 

Head of the company KHAMIDOV ANVAR MAMUTZHANOVICH 

Phone, Telegram, 
WhatsApp 

+99898xxxxxxx, +99870xxxxxxx ,+99890xxxxxxx 

Email xxxx@xxxx.uz  , xxxxx@xxxx.uz  

Web http://xxxx.uz  

. 

. 

. 

157. (other 153 companies in full version)                                                                                                                                                                      

mailto:tashkent@xxxxx.uz
http://www.xxxxx.uz/
mailto:xxxx@xxxx.uz
mailto:xxxxx@xxxx.uz
http://xxxx.uz/


 

                                                                                                                                                         

 

The consulting company DAKHANTA SERVIS was 
established in 2007. The company specializes in financial 
consulting. We professionally develop marketing research, 
business plans, and investment projects according to the 

standards of international and local banks. 
 
Today, the main Mission of our company is to "Provide Maximum Assistance to the Business Sector, 
in the field of opening and developing their own business." 
 
 
 The main services provided by our company: 
 

 Marketing Reports on new clients – www.infoimex.com  
 Marketing research of foreign markets – www.infoimex.com  
 Services of business planning, feasibility study, marketing – www.bplan.uz 
 Online polls - www.anketka.uz 
 Internet commerce - www.bshop.uz 
 Equipment supply - www.oborud.uz 

 
 
 The main competitive advantages of our company:   
 

The quality of our business plans and feasibility studies are confirmed by the fact that our projects 
are successfully accepted in Uzbek and international banks. 
 
Clients of our company have already become more than 600 companies in Uzbekistan and the near 
abroad. 
 
 
 What do you get when contacting our company?  
 

 Professional solutions based on the experience of more than 1030 completed projects; 
 Ready-made techniques in many sectors of the services and production sectors, where both 

small and medium-sized businesses and large businesses operate; 
 Main specialization - Development of business plans and feasibility studies - of any 

complexity; 
 Duration of project development - from 3 working days. 

 
 
  

 Russia office: INFOIMEX (IP "Hanmurzin D.T.")  Russia, Moscow, Lane Demidovsky B., 10/28. 
 Uzbek office: LTD "DAKHANTA SERVIS" Uzbekistan, Tashkent, S.Mashkhadiy St. - 210, office 304. 
 Web: www.infoimex.com  www.bplan.uz 
 E-mail: sale@infoimex.com  infoimex888@gmail.com 
 Moscow: +7 995 917-81-18 (mobile and whatsapp) 
 Tashkent: +998 90 983-15-81 (mobile and whatsapp) 

 

http://www.infoimex.com/
http://www.infoimex.com/
http://www.bplan.uz/
http://www.anketka.uz/
http://www.bshop.uz/
http://www.oborud.uz/

